
STATION
Storage, optimised

Assembly, Storage and Care

SCAN HERE  Must read before 
use. Failure to do so 
can result in serious 
injury or death.

Vor Gebrauch 
unbedingt lesen. 
Andernfalls sind 
schwere Verletzungen 
oder Todesfälle möglich. 
HIER SCANNEN.

À lire absolument 
avant toute utilisation. 
Le non-respect de 
cette consigne peut 
entraîner des blessures 
graves, voire mortelles. 
SCANNER ICI.

Leer antes de usar. El no 
hacerlo puede resultar en 
lesiones graves o muerte.  
ESCANEE AQUÍ.

Lezen voor gebruik. Het 
nalaten hiervan kan leiden 
tot serieuze verwondingen 
of de dood.  
SCAN HIER.

Da leggere prima 
dell’uso. In caso 
contrario, possono 
verificarsi lesioni gravi 
o morte.  
SCANSIONA QUI.
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Frame Side A (1 pc) Frame Side B (1 pc) Cover (1 pc)

Shelf (2 pcs)

Cover Support
Section (2 pcs)

Fire Pit
Support (2 pcs)Torx Spanner (1 pc) Assembly Screw (16 pcs)

Components



Assembly

Step 1

Identify ‘Frame Side A’ (the side without the tool holder) and 
lay it down with brackets facing up on a soft, level surface. 

TIP: Build Station on a rug or delivery box to protect 
components and surface from potential scratches.

Frame Side A



Assembly

Step 2

First, carefully slide one Shelf onto the brackets in 
the middle of Frame Side A with slats facing the 
top of the unit.

Next, install 4 screws into the holes near Frame Side A. 
Slight back and forth movement may help to align. Do not 
force screws into position. Tighten by hand only.



Assembly

Step 3

First, carefully slide the second shelf onto the remaining 
set of brackets towards the end of Frame Side A.

Next, install 4 screws into the holes near Frame A. Slight 
back and forth movement may help to align. Do not force 
screws into position. Tighten by hand only.



Assembly

Step 4

First, carefully slide Frame Side B onto the other 
side of the shelves as shown. 
TIP: Two people might be needed for this step to 
avoid damage.

Next, install 8 screws into the remaining holes and 
hand tighten.



Assembly

Step 5

Carefully stand frame as shown with all four feet firmly 
resting on the floor. Tighten screws with included spanner.

TIP: If all four feet aren’t resting on the floor, loosen 
screws and re-tighten as needed.



Assembly

Step 6

Locate the two halves of the Cover Support and gently 
slide them together by aligning their corresponding 
interlocking tabs as shown.

TIP: Take note, the metal retaining clips do not get bound 
up during assembly of the cover. Ensure that the cover is 
in the correct position using the diagram below.

View from underside of Cover Support

WRONG

WRONG

CORRECT

Tab correctly 
positioned underneath 
metal retaining clip

Assembled Cover Support – Top View



Assembly

Step 7

To insert the cover into the Station frame, use the 
following three steps. First, carefully dip one side down 
and  angle one end of the Cover Support into the 
assembled frame.

Next, slide Cover Support past the edge of the frame, 
and lower so both ends are level. Next, center and slide 
into place as illustrated in the diagram below. Align tab 
locations on frame with tab pockets on underside of 
cover support as shown.

Frame Tab Pocket

Frame Tab

Frame Tab should be aligned with 
Frame Tab Pocket of Cover Support 
in each corner.



Assembly

Step 7, continued

Finally, once all tab locations are aligned, gently push down 
on each corner to snap the Cover Support into place. 

Frame Tab snapped into 
Frame Tab Pocket



Assembly

Step 8

Locate the two plastic Fire Pit Protectors. Once you 
have decided which shelf you’ll be storing your Fire Pit 
on (either upper or lower), insert the Fire Pit Protectors 
into the second and fourth openings as shown.

Gently press the Fire Pit Protectors down until they are 
firmly nested into position. Protectors can be removed  
if needed by pushing up from underneath.



Assembly

Step 9

First, remove fabric Cover from the delivery bag and 
drape over the Cover Support as shown. Note that the 
cover will come with side panels rolled up. These will 
need to be gently pressed through the opening between 
the Frame and the Cover Support.

Next, carefully lift each front and back panel up and 
locate the 3 short ends of the cover straps. Attach to the 
underside of the Cover Support using the Velcro straps. 
Repeat for both Front and Back sides (6 straps total).

Short ends of Cover Straps. 
Attach to Cover Support 
Straps as shown



Assembly

Step 10

Unroll the side panels by sliding the toggle on the end of 
the panel strap out of the loop at the top of the panel.

Side, front and rear panels can be either rolled up for 
ease of access or remain unrolled to protect wood and 
all your Solo Stove gear. Velcro straps can be secured at 
each corner to improve all-weather protection and keep 
Cover in place.

Velcro Straps are located at each corner 
to keep flaps down when not in use.



How To Use Station’s Tool Holder

Station features a holder to store Shield tools and Fire 
Pit Tools. You can remove the Tool Holder from its 
original location and place it onto any of the Frame’s 
rungs depending on your needs by simply snapping it 
on and off.

Here are a few things to keep in mind:

1.   Your Log Grabber should always be stored with the 
grabber end angled away from Station’s frame.

2.   Rotate Log Poker to the left or right so it lays flush with 
the Frame.

3.   Rotate Shield tools to the left or right so they lay flush 
with the Frame.

Tool Holder



Safety and Care Instructions
1.  Do not store hot fire pits in the Station. Fire Pits should be allowed to 

completely cool and coals emptied prior to storing  
in the Station. Serious damage, injury or risk of fire could occur.

2.  Do not climb, sit or stand on any part of the Station.
3.  Station should be used on a stable and level outdoor surface.
4.  Station should be carried by two people and should only be moved 

while empty. Do not attempt to pick up, move or slide  
a loaded Station.

5.  Do not put objects on top of Station’s cover or cover support. Clean 
off snow and ice accumulation as it occurs.

6.  Station is designed to store Solo Stove® Ranger, Bonfire, and Yukon 
27” fire pits. Yukon 27” will protrude slightly from the front and back of 
Station when stored. This is normal. Legacy Solo Stove® Yukon 30” fire 
pits will not fit inside Station.

7.  Solo Stove® fire pit flame rings should be turned upside down and 
nested inside the fire pit before storing the fire pit inside Station.

8.  Solo Stove® fire pit protectors should be used on the shelf where the 
fire pit is stored. Refer to Assembly Instructions for more details.

9.  Station can be cleaned with mild soap and water when necessary. Do 
not use harsh abrasives or cleaning pads. Damage to finish may occur. 
Dry with soft terry cloth towels.

10.  Do not pressure wash Station’s frame or cover. Damage to finish or 
fabric may occur.

11.  Station is made with the highest quality UV-protective materials. 
However, some color variation is inevitable with constant outdoor 
exposure. This is normal and should not be construed as a defect.

12.  Care should be taken not to drop items onto Station’s shelves. Set 
wood and Solo Stove® fire pits down gently.

13.  Due to variation in some fire pit tools, their fit may vary in Station’s 
tool holders. This is normal. Review Station tool holder usage in the 
instructions for more details on proper tool storage.

14.  Station is designed to be accessible from multiple sides and can 
be placed in the open, on patios, in gardens, and many other areas. 
However, it is not suggested to store wood up against homes, wooden 
structures or inside garages and buildings due to termites and other 
insects that may be dormant in the wood or drawn to it.

15.  Station’s cover is designed to protect wood from most moisture. 
However, it is also designed to allow wood to breathe to ensure it dries 
thoroughly.

16.  Wood should be managed in your Station and rotated periodically for 
the best burning experience. Unseasoned wood should be placed on 
the bottom of the stack and allowed to dry for 9-12 months before use.

17.  Station shelves can accommodate two rows of 10-12” length wood or 
one row of 16-18” length wood.

18.  Station’s cover flaps are designed to be rolled up and temporarily tied 
out of the way for ease of access inside Station. Flaps should not be left 
rolled up for long periods of time.

Station Product Features
-  Configurable design lets you store your Solo Stove fire pit, firewood, fire 

pit tools, and more – just the way you want.
-  Integrated four flap cover protects firewood from the elements while 

allowing it to breathe.
-  Removable plastic buffers protect the bottom of your fire pit when sliding 

it onto the shelf.
- Frame made with powder-coated aluminum.
- Cover made with UV-resistant fabric

Safety & Care


